
MEETING AREA
TABLES



The unusual shape of H2 tables breaks the o�ice 
convention. They attract attention with the dainty, 
graphic form of the base. Minimalism is universal. The 
tables fill up and complement spaces with any 
aesthetic qualities, from modern to classic interiors. 

H2-12 200/110/H73
H2-13 240/120/H73
H2-14 277/125/H73

RRP from €719RRP from €687

RRP from €346RRP from €347RRP from €354

H2-08 180/90/H73
H2-09 200/100/H73
H2-10 240/110/H73
H2-11 277/120/H73

H2-05 Ø80/H73
H2-06 Ø100/H73
H2-07 Ø135/H73
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H2-01 Ø80/H109 H2-03 80/80/H73
H2-04 110/110/H73

MINIMALIST
STYLE

Available in natural veneer, melamine, foil, laquered glass



Available in natural veneer, HPL on plywood, MFC

Balma PLUS is an entirely flexible System enabling 
you to create solutions supporting even the most 
advanced work styles in your o�ice. Each 
arrangement can be redesigned and adjusted to the 
dynamics and the needs of a specific company at 
any comfort. 

RRP from €635RRP from €581 RRP from €1078

RRP from €599RRP from €378RRP from €423
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CONTEMPORARY 
STYLE



Available in natural veneer, melamine, HPL, glass, foil

The original and sophisticated aesthetics of the 
Simplic range combined with the variety of 
multifunctional applications together with a  wide 
range of finishes allow the furniture to be used in 
numerous interior solutions.

S1-10 277/125/H74
S1-11 220/110/H74
S1-12 200/100/H74
S1-13 180/90/H74
S1-14 160/80/H74

RRP from €436RRP from €425

RRP from €522RRP from €522RRP from €333

S1-08 160/160/H74
S1-09 135/135/H74
S1-15 110/110/H74

S1-06 277/125/H74
S1-07 220/120/H74

S1-04 177/125/H74
S1-05 220/120/H74

S1-01 Ø180/H74
S1-02 Ø135/H74
S1-03 Ø110/H74
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CONTEMPORARY 
STYLE



RRP from €329 RRP from €220 RRP from €134 RRP from €318

The original and sophisticated aesthetics of the 
Simplic range combined with the variety of 
multifunctional applications together with a  wide 
range of finishes allow the furniture to be used in 
numerous interior solutions.
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MODULAR
STYLE

S1-19 220/125/H74
S1-20 155/125/H74

S1-22 205/125/H74
S1-23 135/125/H74

S1-21
60/95/H70

S1-21
60/95/H70

S1-24 205/125/H74
S1-25 135/125/H74

Available in natural veneer, melamine, foil



The shapes of tables, even though modern as such, 
resemble archetypical forms. Dignified and full of 
elegance, furniture bodies are enriched by original, 
descreet details which are only noticeable upon a 
closer look. 

RRP from €820RRP from €704
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ELEGANT 
STYLE

03-04 110/110/H74/H78
03-04 135/135/H74/H78

03-05 180/90/H74/H78
03-05 210/100/H74/H78
03-05 240/110/H74/H78

Available in natural veneer, melamine



A modern, minimal pattern - design emphasises the 
unique character of the set, and usage of natural 
veneers and anodise aluminium creates an 
extraordinary combination of materials, building a 
compact and harmonious line.

1-35 150/120/H741-34 150/120/H74

RRP from €2740RRP from €2698 RRP from €2698

RRP from €1604RRP from €998RRP from €1349

1-40 150/120/H74
1-41 150/120/H74

1-33 150/120/H74

1-46 135/135/H74
1-11 100/100/H74

1-10 220/110/H74
1-44 200/100/H74
1-45 180/90/H74
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MINIMALIST
STYLE

Availabe in natural veneer



The Xeon executive o�ice furniture collection has 
been designed for demanding users, who appreciate 
original style and high quality of furniture. The 
characteristic feature of the collection is its 
complementary character as far as interior design is 
concerned.

RRP from €1154RRP from €2270RRP from €1654

X-03 110/110/H74X-02 277/125/H74X-01 210/110/H74
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ORIGINAL
STYLE

Available in melamine, glass
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natural walnut 
4100

natural oak
4900

laquered 
white oak 4949

cacao oak 
4545

cofee oak 
4546

milk oak 
4544

laquered 
black oak 4950

american walnut 
4142

walnut stained 
in wange 4147

white 2700 sand 2850 natural beech 
0607

light cherry 
0705

natural oak 
0400

natural maple 
1510

chocolate walnut 
2370

caramel walnut 
2360

black walnut 
2380

birch
1500

acacia
1520

juicy green
1750

quartz
2424

azure blue
1850

grey
1201

graphite
0300

deep grey
1205

black
1100

true grey
1208

Natural veneer

Melamine boards
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azure blue X black B dark graphite W

matt sand TS new quartz S true grey S white R

deep grey U juicy green Y light grey E

azure blue black 9005 dark brown
8022

dark walnut 
3100

light walnut
3200

oak
3600

dark graphite
7021

deep grey 
7037

glossy silver

juicy green matt silver matt white 
9003

new quartz 
7022

sand white satin 
9016

Matte laquered MDF

Metal frame

Foil




